SKU# BG-DS007

Dolphin Star
Interactive Video & Motion Ride

Take an adventurous ride on the fin-tastic Dolphin Star! Children will love to "take the reins" and steer a dolphin on fun underwater missions. By learning vocabulary words and collecting starfish, players collect points which can earn them extra bonuses: like additional tickets or even more ride time (programmable).

• Beautiful Flashing LED Dolphin and Base
• Bright Marquee and 19" LED Monitor
• Educational Game for Children Ages 2-10
• Easy to Operate with Minimal Space Required
• Includes: Entropy 2000 Ticket Dispenser and Dual Coin Comparators [DBA and Card Swipe Compatible]
• Weight Capacity: Up to 100 lbs

Dimensions:
D 54” x W 26” x H 70” | Wt. 209 lbs
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